**Programme 2: The ReMEDI Project**

The ReMEDI project, will pair University of Nottingham *staff and students* from Black, Asian and other minority ethnic (BAME) backgrounds with senior staff and student leaders who are white or from a different ethnic background. The aim is to give staff and students in leadership roles a better insight into what it is like to be a BAME member of staff or student at the University.

**Are you a student or member of staff from a Black, Asian or other minority ethnic background? Could you reverse mentor a UoN leader?**

We are looking for BAME staff and students to be reverse mentors. Any member of staff or student who identifies as being from a black, Asian or other minority ethnic (BME) background can be a reverse mentor if they are willing to share their experiences with someone from a different ethnicity to themselves.

**Staff members from BAME backgrounds - find more information about being a ReMEDI BAME reverse mentor and sign up below**

The deadline for applications for The ReMEDI Programme is midnight **on Monday 18th October 2021**.

[https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/the-remedi-project-expressions-of-interest-from-bame](https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/the-remedi-project-expressions-of-interest-from-bame)

**Training for BAME staff, reverse mentors (you only need to attend one session):**

- **Tuesday 2 November, 9am - 12pm** on Microsoft Teams
- **Tuesday 9 November, 9am - 12pm** on Microsoft Teams

**Students (reverse mentors) from BAME backgrounds – find more information about reverse mentoring UoN staff members and sign up below**

The deadline for applications for The ReMEDI Programme is midnight **on Monday 18th October 2021**.

[https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/remedi-project-expressions-of-interest-bame-student-mentors](https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/remedi-project-expressions-of-interest-bame-student-mentors)

**Training For BAME students, reverse mentors (you only need to attend one session):**

- **Tuesday 9th November, 5pm -8pm** on Microsoft Teams
- **Saturday 13th November, 10am-1pm** on Microsoft Teams
Students (reverse mentors) from BAME backgrounds – find more information about reverse mentoring student leaders and sign up below

The deadline for applications for The ReMEDI Programme is midnight on Monday 18th October 2021.

https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/remedi-project-expressions-interest-bamestudents-studentleaders

Training For BAME student reverse mentors (you only need to attend one session):

Tuesday 9th November, 5pm -8pm on Microsoft Teams
Saturday 13th November, 10 am-1pm on Microsoft Teams

Are you a member of staff or student leader who could benefit from being a reverse mentee and having a BME person reverse mentor you?

We are also looking for reverse mentees i.e. staff and student leaders from all ethnic backgrounds who believe they would benefit from being reverse mentored by a BAME staff member or BAME student respectively.

Have you ever wondered how BAME students experience the course you lead or the service you provide? Have you ever wondered what barriers to progression the BAME staff you line manage face? Reverse mentoring could help you in your role whether you are a lecturer, librarian, technician, administrator or in catering and residential services. Anyone in any University role which deals with staff or students wishing to better understand the experience of BAME staff and students can benefit.

Staff members (reverse mentees) – find more information about being allocated a BAME member of staff to reverse mentor you and sign up below

The deadline for applications for The ReMEDI Programme is midnight on Monday 18th October 2021.

https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/remedi-project-eoi-bamestaff-uon-leaders

Preparation sessions for reverse mentees (you only need to attend one session):
Tuesday 2 November, 12.30 - 2.30pm on Microsoft Teams
Tuesday 9 November, 12.30 - 2.30pm on Microsoft Teams
Staff members (reverse mentees) – find more information about being allocated a BAME student to reverse mentor you and sign up below

The deadline for applications for The ReMEDI Programme is midnight on Monday 18th October 2021.

https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/remedi-project-expressions-of-interest-staff-bamestudents

Preparation for staff reverse mentees:
Tuesday 2nd November, 12.30 - 2.30pm on Microsoft Teams

Tuesday 9th November, 12.30 - 2.30pm on Microsoft Teams

Student leaders (reverse mentees) - e.g. SU Officers, clubs, societies and sports leaders etc. – find more information about being allocated a BAME student to reverse mentor you and sign up here

https://nottingham.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/the-remedi-project-expressions-of-interest-from-student-

The deadline for applications for The ReMEDI Programme is midnight on Monday 18th October 2021.

Preparation sessions for reverse mentees who are student leaders:

Thursday 11th November from 11.30-13.30 on Microsoft Teams